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ABSTRACT

The LINC-NIRVANA wavefront sensors are in their AIT phase. The first Ground-layer Wavefront Sensor (GWS)
is shaping in the Adaptive Optics laboratory of the Astronomical Observatory of Padova, while both the Mid-
High Wavefront Sensors (MHWSs) have been aligned and tested as stand-alone units in the Observatory of
Bologna (MHWS#1 aligned to LINC-NIRVANA post focal relay optics).

LINC-NIRVANA is a Fizeau infrared interferometer equipped with advanced, MultiConjugated Adaptive
Optics (MCAO) for the Large Binocular Telescope. The aim of the instrument is to allow true interferometric
imagery over a 10” square Field of View (FoV), getting the sensitivity of a 12m telescope and the spatial resolution
of a 22.8m one. Thanks to the MCAO concept, LINC-NIRVANA will use up to 20 Natural Guide Stars (NGS)
which are divided, according to Layer-Oriented Multiple Field of View technique, between the GWSs and the
MHWSs. To find such a large number of references, the AO systems will use a wide FoV of 6′ in diameter and
the light coming from the references used by each WFS will optically sum on its CCD camera.

The MHWSs will detect the deformations due to the high layers and will select up to 8 NGSs in the inner 2′

FoV.

The GWSs, instead, will reconstruct the deformations introduced by the lower atmosphere, which was found
out to be the main source of seeing. Their peculiarity is the highest number of references (up to 12) ever used
in a single instrument, selected in an annular 2′-6′ FoV.
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1. INTRODUCTION

LINC-NIRVANA is the near-infrared Fizeau interferometric focal station of the Large Binocular Telescope1

(LBT), developed and realized by a consortium of Italian and German institutes. The wide entrance pupils of
the LBT are equivalent to a 12 m telescope aperture in terms of collecting area, but their separation allows the
possibility to achieve diffraction limited images with a 22.8 m spatial resolution.
The system combines the light coming from the two 8.4 m primary mirrors in a Fizeau interferometric mode,
which has the advantage that it gives the possibility of getting full imagery and a good coverage of the u − v
spatial frequency plane, after a proper restoration process. A restoration of the diffraction limited 10” square
Field of View (FoV) image is necessary since LBT has a binocular collecting area, consisting of two separated
pupils, and so it delivers an image with an anisotropic spatial resolution, ranging from λ/8.4m up to λ/22.8m
and rotating with respect to the sky. For such a reason, the high-resolution image of the astronomical 10” FoV
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Figure 1. Effect of the rotation of the telescope baseline with respect to the sky. Due to the 2-apertures interferometric
structure of LBT, the resulting PSF shows a anisotropic spatial resolution, ranging from the resolution of a single 8.4 m
telescope, up to the interferometric 22.8 m aperture spatial resolution in the baseline direction. The rotation of the PSF
of each star on the focal plane allows the reconstruction of the high-resolution image of the FoV, if images at different
parallactic angles are combined together.

will have to be recovered from a set of interferometric observations corresponding to different parallactic angles2

(see Figure 1). The advantage in terms of amount of data that can be achieved simoultaneously by a full FoV
interferometric image has to be paid with a certain number of constraints, e.g. Point Spread Function (PSF)
evenness all over the Field of View (FoV) and pupil homotheticity, to take into account in the design of such an
inteferometer.3

2. ADAPTIVE OPTICS SERVING INTERFEROMETRY

Interferometric measurements are always characterized by strict technical constraints and high precision require-
ments, to make the lightbeams of interest to correctly interfere and give unique high-resolution results. In this
framework, Adaptive Optics (AO) plays a big role, since even a perfect optical cophasing of the light inside an
interferometric instrument, obtained with very precise mechanical adjustments, would completely be destroyed
by the action of the atmosphere. Considering a Fizeau interferometer like LBT, a differential tip-tilt of the
wavefront collected by the two apertures, for example, gives a bad superimposition of the PSFs on the focal
plane, resulting in a motion of the fringes pattern. In addiction to that, the effect of high-order deformations
of the wavefronts is an halo composed by speckle-like structures. LINC-NIRVANA is so equipped with an ad-
vanced Multi-Conjugated Adaptive Optics (MCAO) system,4 based on Pyramid WaveFront Sensors (WFS),5

combined according to Layer-Oriented (LO) technique,6 in order to achieve images close to the diffraction limit
in a wide FoV, with a level of correction satisfying interferometry requirements. The restoration problem, in
the case of LBT, is basically a multiple image deconvolution problem.7 The image reconstruction is based on
the analysis of the PSF of a reference star, not a priori one of the guide stars used for the wavefront sensing.
Further problems arise when trying to obtain a quite-wide inteferometric image (with respect to the typical FoV
exhibited by non-Fizeau interferometers, which barely exceeds few arcseconds), since the PSF shape could in
principle change along the FoV itself. This problem has been investigated in previous works,8 comparing the
effects obtained with a classical AO case and with the MCAO approach. Generally speaking, the usage of more
than one reference star results in a more uniform PSF over the whole FoV, which makes easier to find a suitable
reference star to be used for the deconvolution and increases the similarity between the objects PSFs and the
PSF of the reference star itself. Since the similarity of the PSFs gives better results with respect to the choice
of reference PSFs better corrected, but different from the objects PSFs, then an uniform correction all over the
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Figure 2. The LINC-NIRVANA Multiple Field of View concept. The left image shows the different FoVs which are used
by LINC-NIRVANA: the 2′-6′ annular FoV, in which the GWS selects up to 12 reference stars, the inner 2′ FoV used
by MHWS for the selection of other 8 references, and the 10” scientific interferometrically reconstructed FoV, compared
with the smaller FoV typical of non-Fizeau interferometers. The right image shows the effect of projection of one of the
apertures of LBT at different altitudes, at which the sensors are conjugated.

FoV is preferred to high Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) non-uniform corrections. That’s why the MCAO approach
used by LINC-NIRVANA seems to be the best choice for interferometric imagery.

3. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

3.1 Different Fields of View

LINC-NIRVANA MCAO system is taking advantage of LO Multiple Field of View (MFoV) technique,9 according
to which different WFSs are selecting Natural Guide Stars (NGS) in different FoVs, in order to avoid the splitting
of the light coming from a single reference between more sensors. Thanks to the fact that the isoplanatic angle is
wider for a lower turbulent layer, a large annular 2′-6′ FoV is sent to the Ground-layer Wavefront Sensor (GWS),
sensing the perturbations introduced by the atmosphere close to the telescope entrance pupil, while the inner 2′

FoV is used by the Mid-High Wavefront Sensor (MHWS) to sense the high altitude turbulence (Figure 2). The
net result of such a choice is a gain in sky coverage, since fainter references can be selected as guide stars and a
larger overall FoV is considered for the NGS search.

3.2 Light path and sensors

Due to the binocular configuration of LBT optics, LINC-NIRVANA shows a symmetrical MCAO setup, sensing
and correcting the beams coming from the two LBT primary mirrors separately, before they are combined in
the common interferometric focal plane. The light collected by one of the two arms of LBT is partially reflected
by an annular mirror, positioned on a intermediate focal plane, which reflects the outer 2′-6′ annular FoV to the
GWS, where the perturbations introduced by the lower part of the atmosphere are retrieved. A big flange holds
12 motorized remotely-controlled stages which can position up to 12 optical systems (called Star Enlargers, SE)
inside the FoV, in order to select the reference stars to be used for the wavefront sensing. Each SE increases the
F/# of the light coming from a reference star from 15 to 187.5 and focus it on the pin of a refractive pyramid,
which produces four outcoming beams. After this, the Pupil Re-Imager, a folded-Schmidt camera, collects all the
beams coming from the SEs and completely superimposes them producing four common images of the entrance
pupil of the telescope on a CCD. The distribution of the light between the pupils will allow the reconstruction
of the incoming wavefront, according to the Pyramid WFS concept. The light of the inner 2′ FoV of one arm
of LBT is quasi-collimated and then separated by a dichroic into visible and IR lights. The visible beam is
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Figure 3. The LINC-NIRVANA optical bench

re-focused at the entrance of the MHWS, inside of which other SEs select up to 8 reference stars from the 2′

FoV. Four images of the pupil projection at 7.1 km of altitude are imaged on a CCD by refractive-only optics.
The IR light, passing through the dichroic, is cophased with the light coming from the other arm of LBT by a
recombination mirror which compensate the difference in path between the beams, producing, in the common
interferometric focal plane, the characteristic fringe pattern, equal for all the stars in the FoV.

3.3 Correctors

The information about the perturbations introduced by the Ground-layer and the High-layers are sent to two
Deformable Mirrors (DM), placed inside the path of the light before the WFSs and conjugated at the same
altitudes of the WFSs themselves. The GWS is conjugated at a 100m altitude, that is to say at the entrance
pupil of the telescope and the corresponding DM is the secondary mirror of LBT, equipped with 672 actuators,
which change the mirror shape to reproduce the opposite of the perturbations introduced by the lower atmosphere,
in order to correct them. The corrector for the high layer perturbations, instead, is a piezostack DM, conjugated
at the same height of the MHWS and shaped by 372 actuators to correct the action of the higher part of the
atmosphere, trying to achieve flat wavefronts.

4. LINC-NIRVANA WFS STATUS

4.1 GWS

The first GWS is being aligned in the Astronomical Observatory of Padova at the moment of this paper writing.
All the optics and the mechanics have been delivered and some preliminary test have been performed.10 The
AIT of the SEs has already been completed and the alignment procedure for the Pupil Re-Imager (PR-I) has
been fixed. As the devil is in the details, here are some tricky points encountered during the GWS design and
realization and the solutions found for them.
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Figure 4. Left: the setup used during the SE AIV phase. The main peculiarity of the setup itself is that lenses L1, L2
and L3 are alternatively removed in order to achieve a focused spot on the test camera (high-left corner of the picture)
in each step of the SE assembly and alignment. Right: the 12 already aligned SE for the first GWS.

4.1.1 Star Enlargers

From the optical point of view, first of all we have to remember the trick used to get both a reasonable diameter of
the pupil images on the detector (compatible with available pixelscale CCDs) and an acceptable dimension of the
optics of the re-imaging camera. The first result can be obtained simply increasing the focal ratio of the beams
on the pin of the pyramids, but that would have enlarged the entire FoV, requiring huge, heavy and expensive
re-imaging optics. The solution here adopted has been already successfully tested in MAD, the Multi-conjugated
Adaptive-optics Demonstrator11 developed in collaboration with the European Southern Observatory for the
Very Large Telescope. The light coming from a reference star, is picked up by a Star Enlarger, composed by two
lenses that increase the focal ratio of the incoming beam of a factor 12.5, focusing it on the pin of a pyramid. The
barrels holding the two lenses and the pyramid are fixed on a common support and are equipped with centering
and adjusting systems for alignment purposes. As already said, the AIT of the 12 SEs for the first GWS has
been completed, with a procedure based on a setup made up in order to have always a focused spot on a CCD
test camera, introducing and removing some setup lenses depending on the SE mounting steps. The setup used
for SE alignment is shown in Figure 4.

4.1.2 SE positioning in the FoV

Another tricky point concerning the SE is the way they are positioned in the 2′-6′ FoV, which has a 217mm
diameter. The SEs overall structure and their arrangement inside the GWS are studied in order to minimize the
minimum SE-SE distance that can be reached, to provide an high sky coverage. Of course, the same problem
exist also for the MHWS, but in this case the incoming F/# is higher and the number of SEs to be placed inside
the FoV is lower. The GWS SEs will pick up the light coming from up to 12 NGS, being moved on the FoV by
12 XY linear stages, which are custom made in order to minimize their overall weight and ensure a pitch-and-roll
wobbling during their positioning inside strict specifications (lower than 10” Peak to Valley), to minimize the
displacement of the pupils created by the 12 SEs on the CCD. The 100×100 mm travel range of the stages
permits to cover more than the annular area interested by the sampling with a partial superimposition of each
individual SE covered area. Since 12 SEs have to be placed inside the FoV, 12 linear stages need to be somehow
held inside the reference selection unit. To maximize the SEs movements inside the F/15 focal plane, they will be
introduced in the field with small mechanical arms symmetrically disposed around the FoV, as shown in Figure
5 (left). Since the stages dimension is not so small, to obtain a compact overall structure six XY stages are fixed
on a first annular plate, while the other six stages are mounted upside-down to another plate, connected with
the first one, as shown in Figure 5 (right).
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Figure 5. Left: disposition of the SE arms inside the GWS entrance FoV. One can also notice the light and dust protection
made of an elastic soft-cloth material. Right: the two plates holding the SEs linear stages. Some stages motors are visible,
as they come out from the reference selection unit main structure. The holes in which the motors move are protected
from light and dust by particular sliding devices.

4.1.3 Light and dust protections

LINC-NIRVANA will be completely covered by a huge carter, but the GWSs are out of it, due to the peculiar
position and orientation of the sensors on the LINC-NIRVANA bench (see also Figure 3). This poses an additional
problem on GWS structure, since it needs to be somehow protected from light and dust. The 217mm diameter
focal plane, in which SEs are moving, is the main way-in for light to enter the GWS, but also some additional
openings on the SE unit carters, which are necessary to let the linear stages motors come out from the main
structure, must be taken into account. The solutions found for these problems are shown in Figure 5: a dark
soft-cloth-made protection is fixed to the SEs arms in order to let them moving in the FoV area they have to
cover, minimizing the light and dust entrance in the GWS, while particular sliding devices have been studied and
implemented to prevent anything to enter from the lateral holes from which the motors come out. Both of these
devices have been studied in order to not affect the SEs positioning and not introduce an additional wobble.

4.1.4 Pupil Re-Imager alignment procedure

From the error budget, the Pupil Re-Imager (PR-I) optical quality shall lead to a RMS spot radius lower than
25μm over the complete FoV of the PR-I intended as a stand-alone camera. The overall idea is to illuminate
the PR-I with a collimated beam and to relatively align its internal optics by checking the optical quality over
the PR-I 0.88◦ FoV and the amount of coma on a defocused image of the reference spot on axis (see Figure 6).
This fact poses a problem: a reference spot close to the center of the field is needed, being the aberrations field
dependent. This forces a preliminary procedure that has the purpose to align a reference beam with respect
to the optical axis of the component (a parabolic mirror) that will be considered as a reference for the entire
alignment. To fix the alignment procedure, each error source has been preliminarly double-checked, when possible
with optical test on the bench, otherwise with Zemax computation, in a way to have a total budget in agreement
with specifications. An optical setup, which foresees the usage of an additional flat folding mirror (with the aim
of folding the light toward the PR-I), of an optical fiber (acting as reference source) and of an off-axis parabolic
mirror (collimating the beam), has already been aligned on the optical bench.

4.1.5 Flexures

The overall weight of each GWS is about 300 kg and this could, in principle, cause some problems in keeping
gravity-induced displacements while the telescope pointing changes. Concerning the reference selection unit, the
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Figure 6. The conceptual setup to be used for the PR-I alignment procedure is shown. A wide collimated beam produced
by an off-axis parabolic mirror is feeding the PR-I entrance (left), and the subsystem is aligned like a stand-alone camera.
The inner parabolic mirror and 4-lenses prime focus corrector are aligned one respect to the other by checking the optical
quality over the 0.88◦ FoV, and minimizing the amount of coma detectable on a defocused on-axis image (right).

two annular plates (1m of diameter), holding the linear stages, are connected with columns to an additional
structural ring, keeping good stiffness characteristics while the cylinder tilts over with the bench. The PR-I
could, in principle, be affected by flexures stress too, considered the weight of the optics it’s composed by and

Figure 7. Left: the assembled PR-I. Right: the GWS mounted on the carbon-fiber bearig that will allow the rotation of the
sensor to compensate the rotazion of the sky. Both the GWS and the bearing are holded by an huge handling developed
and realized to substain the system during the final alignment procedure.
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of the linear stages focussing and centering the CCD. In order to minimize this effect on the structure holding
the CCD during the GWS derotation, three astatic leverages have been introduced on the original mechanical
design. These leverages are preloaded to compensate the gravity-induced force acting on the system during an
exposure. They are visible as the not blackened mechanical systems in Figure 7.

4.1.6 Handling

During the alignment operations of the GWS as a whole, that will take place in the Observatory of Padova, the
sensor needs to be somehow held in the same orientation as in the LINC-NIRVANA optical bench. Since the
weight of the overall sensor is about 400 kg, and it will be mounted on its carbon-fiber rotation bearing, which
weighs almost 250 kg, the developement of a proper handling structure was essential. Figure 7 (right) shows the
huge handling realized for the GWS. The bearing is fixed to a wheels-equipped mechanical cradle, which has
several purposes: first of all it is used to tilt the bearing upside-down to mount the PR-I and the big plates of
the selection unit (lifted with a pulley system) during the assembly, then it holds the entire system during the
optical alignment, finally it turns into a parking device to be used in case that the GWS has to be dismounted
from LINC-NIRVANA. An external big structure is used to fix the handling to the laboratory optical bench with
a couple of chains.

4.2 MHWS

Both the MHWSs (1 and 2) have been integrated and tested as stand alone units in the optical laboratory of the
Astronomical Observatory of Bologna (INAF) by means of a lens-stop-lens telescope simulator to provide the
F/20 focal plane at the entrance of the sensor. The first MHWS has been already delivered to the the Max Planck
Institut für Astronomie (MPIA) laboratory in Heidelberg (see Figure 8, left) where it has been aligned to the
post focal relay optics in a preliminary configuration before being mounted on the final LINC-NIRVANA optical
bench. In this phase a series of tests are being carried out to verify the software and various functionalities.

Figure 8. Left: MHWS#1 mounted on the Heidelberg preliminary bench. Right: The arrangement of the four meta-pupils
(dark grey circles) on the CCD detector (light grey square) is shown. Each meta-pupil corresponds to the envelope of all
the possible guide stars footprints over the 2’ FoV at h=7.1 km conjugation range. The large dashed circle is the image
of the pupil formed by the sky background light, not intercepted by the star enlargers. The inner dashed circle is the
shadow cast by the oversized central obstruction of the pupil mask.
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The second MHWS is going to be delivered to MPIA in few weeks from the time of this writing. Alignment
procedures and verification tests results have been published in Schreiber et al., 2008.12 Few highlights about
future work are given in the following.

4.2.1 Light protection

The light of the MHWS reference stars is collected by up to 8 star enlargers, that magnify each star image
by a factor k=11.25 and therefore reduce the apparent size of the exit pupil by the same factor. The beams
of different stars, each split into four beams by the pyramid prism, are collected by a pupil reimager objective
which forms four pupil images on the CCD camera. The light not intercepted by any star enlarger, due for
instance to the sky background, is imaged by the objective onto a single pupil image, a factor k=11.25 times
larger than the pupil images seen through the star enlargers (see Figure 8, right). This pupil image, collecting
the sky background light over the whole 2′ FoV, produces a kind of background signal (and related noise) that
contaminates the four meta-pupil images used for wavefront sensing. The background pupil image has a central
dark circle, corresponding to the LBT central obstruction. It was decided to prevent this contamination by
placing a mask with a suitable central obstruction in an intermediate pupil image in the post focal relay of
LINC-NIRVANA. The central obstruction, over sized with respect to the LBT pupil obstruction, produces a
shadow on the CCD camera of the MHWS that encloses the four meta-pupil images used for wavefront sensing.
It has been verified by numerical simulations that the increased central obstruction does not significantly affect
the wavefront measurement if a modal approach is adopted.

4.2.2 Flexure tests

On the basis of the Finite Element Analysis (FEA) carried out during the design phase flexure effects are expected
to be negligible. However a series of tests are planned to characterize the MHWS behavior when the NIRVANA
bench is tilted to follow the elevation axis motion. To a first approximation, the flexures might produce three
separate effects: a pupil displacement that may be corrected by re-centering the CCD provided the displacement
is the same for all the reference stars; a wavefront tilt signal, that may be corrected by re-centering each Star
Enlarger on the respective star; a defocus signal caused by the shift of the star enlargers with respect to the
entrance focal plane that may be corrected by refocusing the post focal relay optics, provided the effect is the
same for all the reference stars. The tests will be performed feeding the MHWS with a very stiff F/20 source on
the entrance focal plane. The characterization of the flexure effects will allow to set up the look-up tables (when
needed) for the fine tuning of the system during observations.

5. CONCLUSIONS

LINC-NIRVANA will provide interferometric imagery in a panoramic 10” square FoV, thanks to LBT Fizeau
interferometric configuration. Since interferometric measurements always lead to high precision requirements,
concerning the optical quality of the single-arm images, the similarity between the two of them and the PSF
evenness all over the FoV, MCAO reveals as the most suitable choice for the correction of the atmospheric
turbulence effects on incoming wavefronts. The light focussed by each arm of LBT will be so sensed by a couple
of WFSs, looking at different FoVs, reaching 6′ in diameter. This very wide FoV (with respect to the scientific
field) is basically used to maximize the sky coverage, both increasing the limit magnitude of the suitable NGSs
(no splitting of the light between the WFSs, thanks to the MFoV approach) and enlarging the area in which the
references can be searched. Since LINC-NIRVANA is a very complex instrument, its design and realization posed
several problems, never encuntered before, which needed to be solved before the instrument AIV phases. Some
of the potentially problematic points regarding the WFSs as single units have been presented, and the adopted
solutions have been quickly described, together with the overall status of each sensor. The first MHWS is already
aligned to the post focal relay optics of LINC-NIRVANA, on a preliminary test bench in Heidelberg, while the
second one is going to leave the Astronomical Observatory of Bologna, where both of them have been aligned,
and to be delivered to MPIA in these days. Concerning the GWSs, the commissionment for the optics and the
mechanics has been a little longer, but at the moment the first sensor is in its AIV phase at the Astronomical
Observatory of Padova. All the components have been delivered, the final details of the alignment procedure
have been fixed, some of the subsystems have already been aligned and the sensor should be ready before the
end of 2010.
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We are certain that the experience gained in developing and physically building a complex instrument like
LINC-NIRVANA will be valuable for the realization of more demanding sensors, even using solely NGSs.
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